
Read & Divide
r-controlled syllables

Use these simple Read & Divide pages to help your learners identify 
and read words with r-controlled syllables.
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p. 3   Words with one   

R-Controlled Syllable
p. 7   Words with two

R-Controlled Syllables

Read the post & watch the training video!
https://thisreadingmama.com/teach-r-controlled-syllables/

Terms of Use: This printable pack was created for you to use at home with your 
child(ren) or with multiple children in a SINGLE classroom/tutoring setting. Please do 
not share this file between classrooms. Instead, encourage others to visit my blog to 
get their own copy. Please do not sell, host, share, reproduce, giveaway, or store on 
any other site (including a blog, Facebook, 4Shared, Dropbox, Amazon Inspire, etc.). 
Thank you!
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https://thisreadingmama.com/teach-r-controlled-syllables/


You’ll LOVE this comprehensive 
and hands-on resource for 

teaching the 6 syllable types!

©www.thisreadingmama.com

Find teaching tips, interactive activities, NO prep games, and 
syllable chunk cards for each syllable type. Don’t forget the 
editable cards AND answer keys! Wow!

>>Grab your copy HERE<<

https://shop.thisreadingmama.com/product/6-syllable-types-interactive-pages/
https://shop.thisreadingmama.com/product/6-syllable-types-interactive-pages/


Read & Divide
one bossy r syllable 
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Read & Divide

scamper

yantur forget

report jortem

bebirt

garmentorbit

vetornunder

hornetrofurt
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Look for the VCCV or VCV pattern in each word. Read each real or silly word then 
split it into two syllables. Examples: hermit = her/mit, yogurt = yo/gurt



Read & Divide

target

return garfen

lantern sister

chuper

blitgerradar

feververbit

malertthermos
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Look for the VCCV or VCV pattern in each word. Read each real or silly word then 
split it into two syllables. Examples: hermit = her/mit, yogurt = yo/gurt



Read & Divide

super

tarzet hornet

blister furnish

zigort

winterrafar

pripertiger

twirlutburden
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Look for the VCCV or VCV pattern in each word. Read each real or silly word then 
split it into two syllables. Examples: hermit = her/mit, yogurt = yo/gurt
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Read & Divide
bossy r - both syllables 



Read & Divide

perbur

vorger murmur

order charter

murder

borderjorter

harborzurzer

cornershurfer
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Look for the VCCV pattern in each word. Read each real or silly word then split it 
into two syllables. Example: burger = bur/ger



Let’s Connect!
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